Thank-you for expressing your
interest in the TremorMUV. Please
enjoy the information provided to
you in this brochure.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
COACHWORKS LTD.

HAVING A TREMORMUV BUILT
FOR YOU
If you feel that constructing your own
MUV
Tremor
from plans is beyond your
current ability, there is an alternative
available to you.
We encourage you to contact a local
welding shop. They will undoubtedly be
able to help you speed up the construction
MUV
of your Tremor
by welding the base
body for you.

ROCKY
MOUNTAIN
COACHWORKS
LTD.
TREMORMUV

Our company was founded with the
principle of coach building in mind. To
understand what coach building is, you
have to take a step back into automotive
history.
This was a time when vehicles were
handcrafted to the customers
requirements. The customer would
purchase the chassis from a builder, and
take it to their coachbuilder of choice.
Body style and features would be decided,
and the result would be a very unique, one
of a kind vehicle.
The concept of homebuilt or coach built
vehicles can be traced back to the 1800's.
These unique, and individually
handcrafted vehicles were built to the
customers personal tastes.
This is exactly what Rocky Mountain
Coachworks offers! The detailed
"blueprint" for you to construct your very
own military styled vehicle. This "blueprint"
gives you the flexibility to construct your
vehicle to suit your personal requirements,
while presenting the construction in a
step-by-step process.

20315, Township Road 520
Sherwood Park, Alberta
Canada, T8G1G2
Phone: (780) 922-0889
E-Mail: info@tremormuv.com

www.tremormuv.com

The most accurate
replica on today’s
market.

THE
TREMORMUV
PLAN SET
MUV

The Tremor
Plans cost US$425 plus
shipping, and can be purchased securely
using your credit card through our website
at http://www.tremormuv.com.
MUV

The Tremor
plans consist of three
items. The plans, the build manual and the
build chronicle CDROM.
MUV

The Tremor
plans consist of 176 pages
of CAD (computer aided design) drawings,
printed on 11" x 17" tabloid size paper,
and professionally bound on the left side
MUV
of the plan book. The Tremor
plan set
is broken down into 20 drawing series.
Each drawing series consists of cut lists
and drawings. The cut lists describe
exactly what pieces of steel are required
for this section of the build, how many of
each are required and dimensional /
angular measurements.
MUV

The Tremor
build manual is 115 pages
in length, spanning 43 chapters. The build
manual begins by introducing you to the
build concept and process. It then leads
you through the decision making process
in determining exactly what you want your
MUV
Tremor
to look like. Once you've made
all of your decisions, the build manual then
walks you through the construction
process of the base body onto which all of
the surplus donor parts are attached.
Finally, it discusses the remaining
construction and fitment work remaining in
your project.

MUV

The Tremor
Build Chronicle CDROM
covers the entire build process of the
MUV
Tremor
prototype, from idea to
completed truck. Over 2500 photographs
each discussed in daily journal entries are
included on the CDROM to give you a
front row center view of the construction
process. Over 50 minutes of VCD quality
video, time lapse build video footage and
much more, make up this 700+ meg
CDROM.

US$20,000. How inexpensively you
MUV
construct your Tremor
is closely tied to
MUV
the style of Tremor
you decide to
construct, and your ability to find good
deals on the parts you will use to construct
your truck.
MUV

The most inexpensive Tremor
you can
build would be a four door soft top version,
utilizing all second hand parts. Such a
truck could easily be constructed for under
US$6,500.

MUV

The Tremor
Build Chronicle CDROM
can be purchased separately for only
US$29 which includes worldwide shipping.
If after purchasing the CDROM, you'd like
to purchase the full plan set, US$25 will be
credited towards the purchase of the
plans, leaving an outstanding balance of
US$400 plus shipping.

WHAT IS A TREMORMUV
MUV

The Tremor
(Military Utility Vehicle).
The most authentic military-styled vehicle
plans available in today's market.
Constructed from easy-to-follow plans and
surplus parts, you can customize your
vehicle project however you desire. Enjoy
the resource material and support
provided through our website. You'll
MUV
quickly discover that a Tremor
can
affordably fit into your future.
The finished vehicle shown on the cover of
MUV
this brochure is the actual Tremor
prototype. See how it's virtually
indistinguishable from a similar namebrand vehicle.

HOW MUCH CAN A
TREMORMUV BE BUILT FOR?
MUV

A Tremor
can be constructed for as
little as US$6,500, or as much as

The most expensive version of the
MUV
Tremor
would be either the four door
wagon, or the 4 door slant back. The
prototype pictured in this brochure was
constructed sparing no expense. Virtually
everything was replaced or purchased
new, and includes things such as a
satellite navigation system and a 2000
watt stereo system. Still, the file price tag
was only US$20,000.

THE TREMORMUV WEBSITE
The majority of the information about
Rocky Mountain Coachworks Ltd and the
products that we offer can be found on our
company website. It is designed to
provide you with as much information as
MUV
possible about the Tremor
and our
related products. Making the decision to
MUV
build a Tremor
needs to be an informed
one, and we strive to make sure
everything is clear and understood before
you begin your adventure.

